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India has sizeable Muslim population even after partition. This population
has been steadily growing. The Hindu-Muslim problem remains far from
solved so far as India is concerned. Mahatma Gandhi spent his life-time in
solving the problem but failed completely. Will the small men who shout
Gandhis name from the house-top succeed where the formidable
Mahatma had himself failed? What are the implications of a second failure
on the Hindu-Muslim front?
Nationalism and Communal Politics in India, 1916-1928 Mushirul
Hasan 1979
Hindu Nationalism Christine Löser 2011-05-16 Seminar paper from the
year 2011 in the subject Politics - International Politics - Region: Other
States, grade: 1,3, University of Hannover (Institut für Politische
Wissenschaft), course: Ethnicity, Nationalism, Racism - the problem and
power of identities, language: English, abstract: This essay addresses the
question whether Hindu nationalism is a threat to democracy or not and if
so in what sense it has threatened democracy. The question is why this
topic is so relevant. Every now and then we hear about violent riots in
India, read it in the papers or watch it in the TV news. Many times these
riots are caused by diﬀerent religious groups: on the one hand Hindus, on
the other hand minorities, mostly Muslims, Sikhs or Christians. A reason
for this is the rise of a Hindu right. The phenomenon of Hindu nationalism
has already been discussed in research for some time, but only in the past
few years, a discussion outside India has begun whether or not it might be
a threat to the biggest democracy in the world. The public in the Western
hemisphere is probably completely ignorant about this topic, especially as
Islamism has threatened the Europeans and Americans a lot more.
Another aspect is that a lot can be learnt about how religious nationalism
can threaten democracy. So, why is Hindu nationalism such an interesting
subject now? It is due to the fact that Hindu religion is such an important
aspect, mainly the base, of this nationalism since common religion is
admittedly many times part of a nation’s roots according to scholars but
usually not deﬁned as the boundary for what is inside. Additionally, the
idea of a Hindu community is a perfect example of the European idea of
nationalism brought to a (former) colony. This essay is structured in the
following way: First of all, the theoretical fundamentals are laid by
explaining what “nationalism” and a “nation” is. It then proceeds by
describing the Indian democracy based on its Constitution and the
Congress System, both playing an important role in the rise of Hindu
nationalism. The essay then refers to Hindu nationalism itself, portraying
its historical development in the 20th century, illustrating the ideological
basis with the concepts of Savarkar and Golwalkar on which it is based
and the actors of Hindu nationalism on the level of the state. This is
followed by an analysis of the inﬂuence of Hindu nationalism on the Indian
democracy. The paper ﬁnishes with a conclusion.
The Construction of Communalism in Colonial North India Gyanendra
Pandey 2006 The Author Charts The History Of The Term Communalism
And The Politics And Attitudes It Seeks To Encapsulate.
Contesting the Nation David Ludden 1996-04 Animated by a sense of
urgency that was heightened by the massive violence following the
destruction of the Babri mosque in Ayodhya on December 6, 1992,
Contesting the Nation explores Hindu majoritarian politics over the last
century and its dramatic reformulation during the decline of the Congress
Party in the 1980s.
Religious Nationalism Peter van der Veer 1994-02-07 Religious
nationalism is a subject of critical importance in much of the world today.
Peter van der Veer's timely study on the relationship between religion and
politics in India goes well beyond other books on this subject. He brings
together several disciplines—anthropology, history, social theory, literary
studies—to show how Indian religious identities have been shaped by
pilgrimage, migration, language development, and more recently, print
and visual media. Van der Veer's central focus is the lengthy dispute over
the Babari mosque in Ayodhya, site of a bloody confrontation between
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nationalism is a subject of critical importance in much of the world today.
Peter van der Veer's timely study on the relationship between religion and
politics in India goes well beyond other books on this subject. He brings
together several disciplines—anthropology, history, social theory, literary
studies—to show how Indian religious identities have been shaped by
pilgrimage, migration, language development, and more recently, print
and visual media. Van der Veer's central focus is the lengthy dispute over
the Babari mosque in Ayodhya, site of a bloody confrontation between
Hindus and Muslims in December 1992. A thought-provoking range of
other examples describes the historical construction of religious identities:
cow protection societies and Suﬁ tombs, purdah and the political
appropriation of images of the female body, Salman Rushdie and the role
of the novel in nationalism, Mahatma Gandhi and Swami Vivekananda, the
Khalsa movement among Sikhs, and nationalist archaeology and the
televised Ramayana. Van der Veer oﬀers a new perspective on the
importance of religious organization and the role of ritual in the formation
of nationalism. His work advances our understanding of contemporary
India while also oﬀering signiﬁcant theoretical insights into one of the
most troubling issues of this century.
Identity and Religion Amalendu Misra 2004-08-10 `A sensitive and
intelligent account of the Indian nationalist thought and the diﬃculties it
faced in doing justice to India`s Islamic inheritance' - Lord Parekh Fellow
of the British Academy `A thoughtful, well-researched and original
analysis of the nationalist conceptualisation of the Muslim presence in
India' - Professor Noel O`Sullivan , University of Hull Amalendu Misra
shows that while some eminent nationalist leaders were implacably
hostile to Muslims, even wholly secular ones were uneasy with India’s
Muslim past and had a generally unfavourable disposition towards both
Muslims and Islam. The book explicates this by focusing on the writings of
Vivekananda, Gandhi, Nehru and Savarkar supported by a wealth of
examples from a wide range of contexts. It argues that the views of these
four prominent individuals were heavily shaped by British historiography
as well as their respective visions of independent India. The author goes
on to suggest how modern India needs to redeﬁne itself to ﬂourish as a
genuinely secular democracy.
Religion, Violence and Political Mobilisation in South Asia Ravinder
Kaur 2005-11-05 An oft-neglected theme in studies on communal violence
is the role of the state, particularly of its institutions of law enforcement
and policing. Recent experience with religion-based violence in South
Asia—particularly, the 2002 riots in Gujarat—has brought into sharp focus
this relationship between communal violence and partisan state
institutions. The seven essays in this anthology—written by eminent
authors from diverse traditions of anthropology, history, politics and
sociology—critically re-examine the symbolism, scale and nature of
communal violence in South Asia in view of the state’s changing image.
Moving beyond cliched explanations of riots, the contributors: - Map the
contemporary discourse on Hindu-Muslim violence and focus on the
causes of communal violence as well as its long-term consequences Situate the nation-state within the incidents of violence—variously termed
ethnic, communal and everyday violence—that simultaneously frame and
challenge the authority of the state - Locate the current discussion on
violence and the state in Pakistan, and provide a general thematic
overview of religion and state institutions in Pakistan - Expand various
categories of violence to present a South Asian perspective vis-a-vis the
current western discourse on `global terrorism`
The Mahatma and the Muslims Y. G. Bhave 1997 Leaders of the countrys
freedom movement accepted partition of the Indian Sub-continent (albeit
reluctantly) as the only solution to Hindu-Muslim problem under
conditions then obtaining in the country. Pakistan drove out all Hindus
and Sikhs and has, therefore, solved the problem once and for all times.
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Hindus and Muslims in December 1992. A thought-provoking range of
other examples describes the historical construction of religious identities:
cow protection societies and Suﬁ tombs, purdah and the political
appropriation of images of the female body, Salman Rushdie and the role
of the novel in nationalism, Mahatma Gandhi and Swami Vivekananda, the
Khalsa movement among Sikhs, and nationalist archaeology and the
televised Ramayana. Van der Veer oﬀers a new perspective on the
importance of religious organization and the role of ritual in the formation
of nationalism. His work advances our understanding of contemporary
India while also oﬀering signiﬁcant theoretical insights into one of the
most troubling issues of this century.
Contested Meanings Ashutosh Varshney 1993
A Nation Within a Nation, 1877-1937 Bimal Prasad 2000 This volume
seeks to analyse the evolution of Muslim nationalism from 1877 to 1937.
This exercise has resulted in highlighting certain trends which have been
so far either ignored or underplayed, at any rate in India. It, for instance,
shows that two nation theory was an old as the movement for Muslim
awakening and solidarity and almost all its leaders ﬁrmly believed in it.
Similarly the idea of Pakistan, instead of being born in 1933 with Rehmat
Ali's forceful espousal of it, is shown to be steadily circulating, particularly
in the Punjab, since mid- 1920s. Again, contrary to what has been
generally imagined so far, Jinnah as well as Iqbal had become converts to
that idea, as early as June 1937, before even the beginning of any serious
talk for the installation of a so-called coalition government in U.P., and not
after its failure. On the other hand, the volume also reveals the strength
of the growing sentiment of Hindu nationalism in 1920s, particularly in the
Punjab and Bengal. The situation created by the juxtaposition of the two
nationalisms is underlined by Lala Lajpat Rai's declaration in 1924 that in
view of the general Muslim attitude a divided India might provide the only
solution to the communal problem. Equally signiﬁcant was Gandhi's
repeated assertion in 1924-5 that he saw no solution of that problem
except through prayer.
The Making of Pakistan Khursheed Kamal Aziz 2002
Indian Secularism Shabnum Tejani 2021-01-05 Many of the central
issues in modern Indian politics have long been understood in terms of an
opposition between ideologies of secularism and communalism.
Observers have argued that recent Hindu nationalism is the symptom of a
crisis of Indian secularism and have blamed this on a resurgence of
religion or communalism. Shabnum Tejani unpacks prevailing
assumptions about the meaning of secularism in contemporary politics,
focusing on India but with many points of comparison elsewhere in the
world. She questions the simple dichotomy between secularism and
communalism that has been used in scholarly study and political
discourse. Tracing the social, political, and intellectual genealogies of the
concepts of secularism and communalism from the late nineteenth
century until the ratiﬁcation of the Indian constitution in 1950, she shows
how secularism came to be bound up with ideas about nationalism and
national identity.
The Modern Spirit of Asia Peter van der Veer 2014 The Modern Spirit of
Asia challenges the notion that modernity in China and India are
derivative imitations of the West, arguing that these societies have
transformed their ancient traditions in unique and distinctive ways. Peter
van der Veer begins with nineteenth-century imperial history, exploring
how Western concepts of spirituality, secularity, religion, and magic were
used to translate the traditions of India and China. He traces how modern
Western notions of religion and magic were incorporated into the
respective nation-building projects of Chinese and Indian nationalist
intellectuals, yet how modernity in China and India is by no means
uniform. While religion is a centerpiece of Indian nationalism, it is viewed
in China as an obstacle to progress that must be marginalized and
controlled. The Modern Spirit of Asia moves deftly from Kandinsky's
understanding of spirituality in art to Indian yoga and Chinese qi gong,
from modern theories of secularism to histories of Christian conversion,
from Orientalist constructions of religion to Chinese campaigns against
magic and superstition, and from Muslim Kashmir to Muslim Xinjiang. Van
der Veer, an outspoken proponent of the importance of comparative
studies of religion and society, eloquently makes his case in this
groundbreaking examination of the spiritual and the secular in China and
India.
Hinduism and Islam in India S. V. Desika Char 1997 Islam and Hinduism
co-existed in India for hundreds of years, dominating, suppressing, and
inﬂuencing one another. This book begins with a detailed analysis of the
Hindu caste system from its beginnings in antiquity to a guild-like village
caste and professional caste system in the Middle Ages, and its
continuance within the Muslim and colonial societies. The author analyzes
religious-nationalism-hindus-and-muslims-in-india

Muslim society in medieval and early modern India by examining a range
of topics including the ashraf-ajlaf divide. Over the course of centuries,
India had two parallel societies, the coexistence of which had
consequences for all aspects of administration and culture. The author
explains the lack of major eﬀorts by Hindu states to resist Muslim and
other invaders and discusses the late emergence of Hindu nationalism in
response to Muslim and European invaders and rulers, as well as the
concept of 'one India.'.
The Emergence of Hindu Nationalism in India John Zavos 2000 This
volume examines a key stage in the development of Hindu nationalism as
a political ideology. It focuses on various movements during the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century which sought to mobilize Hindus
by advocating speciﬁc ideas of what it meant to be Hindu. It situates the
ideology in the broad context of colonial rule, particularly with respect to
the roots of Indian nationalism and the impact of colonialism on religion
and caste. Much of the current literature on Hindu nationalism begins with
the 1920s, and this book provides essential background material.
Gandhi B.R. Nanda 2001-12-14 The Hindu–Muslim conﬂict was a major
problem during the nineteenth and the early twentieth centuries. This
book shows how Mahatma Gandhi resolved the conﬂict and even united
the Hindus and the Muslims. It presents a detailed introduction to the
Khilafat (Pan-Islamist) movement, a venture that Gandhi supported
wholeheartedly. The discussion looks at Gandhi’s non-cooperation
movement, which, he believed, could help bridge the gap between the
two communities. It discusses concepts such as mass civil disobedience
and the Caliphate, and studies notable events such as the brief alliance
between the British Raj and the Indian Muslims and the Mappila Rebellion.
It also takes note of the responses of the British oﬃcials towards Gandhi’s
eﬀorts and the confrontation that nearly occurred between the Viceroy
and Gandhi. The book introduces readers to some of the people who
participated and contributed to these events, including the Ali Brothers,
Syed Ahmad Khan, and Ameer Ali.
Making India Hindu David E. Ludden 1996
Hinduism and Hindu Nationalism Online Juli L. Gittinger 2018-09-25
The way people encounter ideas of Hinduism online is often shaped by
global discourses of religion, pervasive Orientalism and (post)colonial
scholarship. This book addresses a gap in the scholarly debate around
deﬁning Hinduism by demonstrating the role of online discourses in
generating and projecting images of Hindu religion and culture. This study
surveys a wide range of propaganda, websites and social media in which
deﬁnitions of Hinduism are debated. In particular, it focuses on the role of
Hindu nationalism in the presentation and management of Hinduism in
the electronic public sphere. Hindu nationalist parties and individuals are
highly invested in discussions and presentations of Hinduism online, and
actively shape discourses through a variety of strategies. Analysing Hindu
nationalist propaganda, cyber activist movements and social media
presence, as well as exploring methodological strategies that are useful to
the ﬁeld of religion and media in general, the book concludes by showing
how these discourses function in the wider Hindu diaspora. Building on
religion and media research by highlighting mechanical and hermeneutic
issues of the Internet and how it aﬀects how we encounter Hinduism
online, this book will be of signiﬁcant interest to scholars of religious
studies, Hindu studies and digital media.
Imperial Encounters Peter van der Veer 2020-07-07 Picking up on
Edward Said's claim that the historical experience of empire is common to
both the colonizer and the colonized, Peter van der Veer takes the case of
religion to examine the mutual impact of Britain's colonization of India on
Indian and British culture. He shows that national culture in both India and
Britain developed in relation to their shared colonial experience and that
notions of religion and secularity were crucial in imagining the modern
nation in both countries. In the process, van der Veer chronicles how
these notions developed in the second half of the nineteenth century in
relation to gender, race, language, spirituality, and science. Avoiding the
pitfalls of both world systems theory and national historiography, this
book problematizes oppositions between modern and traditional, secular
and religious, progressive and reactionary. It shows that what often are
assumed to be opposites are, in fact, profoundly entangled. In doing so, it
upsets the convenient ﬁction that India is the land of eternal religion,
existing outside of history, while Britain is the epitome of modern
secularity and an agent of history. Van der Veer also accounts for the
continuing role of religion in British culture and the strong part religion
has played in the development of Indian civil society. This masterly work
of scholarship brings into view the eﬀects of the very close encounter
between India and Britain--an intimate encounter that deﬁned the
character of both nations.
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Religious Nationalism Peter van der Veer 1994 Religious nationalism is
a subject of critical importance in much of the world today. Peter van der
Veer's timely study on the relationship between religion and politics m
India goes well beyond other books on this subject.
Secularism and Religion in Multi-faith Societies Ragini Sen
2013-09-30 This Brief looks at the illustrative case of the Hindu-Muslim
conﬂict in India, with the aim of understanding the dynamics of lived
secularism as it exists in traditional multi-faith societies such as India. The
data analyzed in this Brief comprise many interviews, conducted amidst
Hindus and Muslims, with respondents of both sexes living in slum and
middle class regions in the city of Mumbai. The volume begins by giving a
brief summary of the historical and cultural background to the present
situation in India. It then traces complementarities and similarities of
opinions across diverse constituencies which cluster around three main
anchoring points: communication, re-presentations and operationalizing of
a shared dream. The ﬁrst point explores the need to understand and to be
understood, encourages processes of mutual acculturation, and describes
the sensitive decoding of cultural symbols such as dress codes. The
second point discusses changes in mind sets and mutual perceptions,
where Muslims and Islam are portrayed in a balanced way and
exploitation of religion for political purposes is stopped. The third main
point is the involvement of the common, regular person, and a focus on
children, as the unifying hope for the future. Throughout the volume,
emphasis is on moral maturation, cultural interpretation in lieu of cultural
imposition and creation of a sensitive media policy. The issues raised may
help craft interdisciplinary and international frameworks, which address
conﬂict resolution in culturally diverse multi-faith societies. Accordingly,
the book concludes with policy recommendations for supporting the
peaceful coexistence of secularism and religion in society from a peace
psychological perspective.
The Quandary of the Qaum John Roosa 1998
Self and Sovereignty Ayesha Jalal 2002-01-04 Self and Sovereignty
surveys the role of individual Muslim men and women within India and
Pakistan from 1850 through to decolonisation and the partition period.
Commencing in colonial times, this book explores and interprets the
historical processes through which the perception of the Muslim individual
and the community of Islam has been reconﬁgured over time. Self and
Sovereignty examines the relationship between Islam and nationalism
and the individual, regional, class and cultural diﬀerences that have
shaped the discourse and politics of Muslim identity. As well as fascinating
discussion of political and religious movements, culture and art, this book
includes analysis of: * press, poetry and politics in late nineteenth century
India * the politics of language and identity - Hindi, Urdu and Punjabi *
Muslim identity, cultural diﬀernce and nationalism * the Punjab and the
politics of Union and Disunion * the creation of Pakistan Covering a period
of immense upheaval and sometimes devastating violence, this work is an
important and enlightening insight into the history of Muslims in South
Asia.
Technology and Nationalism in India Rohit Chopra 2008 This book
examines the phenomenon of "technocultural Hindu nationalism" or the
use of the internet by global Indian communities for the promotion of
Hindu nationalist ideologies. Since the introduction of Western science
and technology under colonial rule in the eighteenth century, science and
technology have been used as instruments of transforming Indian society.
Scientiﬁc and technological expertise have been authorized as essential
attributes of a modern Indian selfhood. And the possessors of
technological skills have historically been vested with the authority to
speak for the nation. The associations between technology and
nationalism have condensed in ideas about self and other, they have been
incorporated in imaginings of the state and the nation, and they have
materialized as claims about identity, community, and society. In the
present historical moment, this relationship manifests itself, in one form,
as an online Hindu nationalism that combines cultural majoritarian claims
with technological triumphalism. Technocultural Hindu nationalism yokes
together the core proposition of Hindu nationalist doctrine-the idea that
India is a Hindu nation and that religious minorities are outsiders to it-with
arguments about the imminent rise of Hindu India as a technological
superpower in the global capitalist economy of the twenty-ﬁrst century.
Additionally, while technocultural Hindu nationalism is obsessed with
'Western' technology, it also deﬁnes itself, in strategic respects, in
opposition to Western civilization. On Hindu nationalist websites, this
apparent paradox is resolved through the construction of a narrative
where Hinduism is deﬁned as the historical and philosophical foundation
of global capitalist modernity itself and Hindus are presented as the
natural heirs to that heritage. This book locates these and other
religious-nationalism-hindus-and-muslims-in-india

characteristics of Hindu nationalist identity politics in cyberspace with
reference to the relationship between technology and nationalism in India
from the period of British colonial rule in the mid-eighteenth century to
the present era of an economically and technologically interconnected
world. This book argues that technocultural Hindu nationalism needs to be
understood in terms of the general dynamic of technology and
nationalism with its continuities and discontinuities: through the period of
colonial rule till Indian independence in 1947; the period of Nehruvian
nationalism with its emphasis on technological development in a socialist
framework; and the current post-1991 context following the liberalization
of the Indian economy, which accords pride of place to information
technology and the internet. This book also proposes that the
particularities of technocultural Hindu nationalism need, at the same time,
to be assessed with reference to the modalities of online communication.
Toward this end, the book takes shape as an interdisciplinary endeavor,
combining qualitative and quantitative research methodologies, and
drawing on historical scholarship about South Asia, social and cultural
theory, and the sociology of new media, speciﬁcally, the ﬁeld of internet
studies. Technology and Nationalism in India is an important book for all
in communication, Internet studies, South Asian studies, and postcolonial
studies.
Hindu Wife, Hindu Nation Tanika Sarkar 2003 This Book Is A Brilliant
Historization And Scathing Critique Of Many Of The Dominant Concepts By
Which Indians Generally, And North Indian Hindus More Speciﬁcally, Think
And Live Today.
Nationalism Parmanand Parashar 1996
Nationalism and Communal Politics in India, 1885-1930 Mushirul Hasan
1991
Hindu Nationalism and the Language of Politics in Late Colonial
India William Gould 2010-12-16 William Gould explores what is arguably
one of the most important and controversial themes in twentieth-century
Indian history and politics: the nature of Hindu nationalism as an ideology
and political language. Using an array of historical sources, he analyzes
how it aﬀected the secularist Congress in Uttar Pradesh on the eve of
Independence, and how these ideologies fostered tensions between
Hindus and Muslims, and the subsequent development of communal
violence. This book is intended for students of colonial India as well as
those interested in contemporary Indian politics.
Hindu–Muslim Relations Jörg Friedrichs 2018-07-27 This book
reconstructs Hindu–Muslim relations from a European standpoint. Drawing
from the Indian context, the author explores options for Western Europe –
a region grappling with the refugee crisis and populist reactions to the
growth of Muslim minorities. The author shows how India can serve not
only as a model but also as a warning for Europe. For example, European
liberals may learn not only from the achievements of Indian secularism
but also from its crisis. Based on extensive interviews with Indians from
diverse backgrounds, from politicians to social activists and from the
middle class to slum dwellers, the volume investigates a wide range of
perspectives: Hindu and Muslim, religious and secular, moderate and
militant. Relevant, engaging and accessible, this book speaks to a broad
audience of concerned citizens and policy makers. Scholars of political
science, sociology, modern history, cultural studies and South Asian
studies will be particularly interested.
On the Very Idea of Religious Nationalism Terrance Eagan 1997
Pathway to India's Partition Bimal Prasad 1999 On Islamic nationalism
in India.
BJP and the Evolution of Hindu Nationalism Partha Sarathy Ghosh
1999 Religion and politics are always interconnected. The phenomenon is
more evident in developing societies where political units are generally
not individual citizens as is the case in industrial societies but they are
social groups and identities. Recent developments in India marked by the
unprecedented rise in religio-centric politics underscore the point. The
process is epitomized by the rise of Hindu-chauvinistic BJP to the centrestage and its subsequent forming a coalition government at the centre
with itself as the dominant partner. In a socially and culturally plural India
how enduring this phenomenon would be is what the present book is all
about. It traces the growth of Hindu nationalism from the early days of
Indian renaissance in the late nineteenth century to the present against
the background of an incremental competition amongst several social
forces which do not allow shaping of India into a Hindu state. The study
attempts to assess the future of political Hinduism in general and the BJP
in particular together with critically gauging the ideological and
intellectual depths of the phenomenon. At the core of our inquiry are such
fundamental questions as: What are the limits of the Use of religion in
Indian politics? Are other parties which vow in the name of value-based
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politics and secularism any diﬀerent from the BJP in so far as communal
mobilization is concerned? Does Hindutva mean political Hinduism or
Hinduization of Indian politics? Can thereby anything like genuine
secularism' when secularism' itself is a total concept which cannot be
qualiﬁed? And are Muslims in India really pampered as the BJP claims?
Besides, policy issues such as those related to Indian economy and
foreign relations have also been addressed so as to view the party and its
ideology from a holistic perspective.
Pakistan and Muslim India M. R. T. 2005
Hindu Nationalism, History and Identity in India Lars Tore Flåten
2016-10-04 When the Hindu nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
assumed power in India in 1998 as the largest party of the National
Democratic Alliance, it soon became evident that it prioritized educational
reforms. Under BJP rule, a reorganization of the National Council of
Educational Research and Training occurred, and in 2002 four new history
textbooks were published. This book examines the new textbooks which
were introduced, considering them to be integral to the BJP’s political
agenda. It analyses the ways in which their narrative and explanatory
frameworks deﬁned and invoked Hindu identity. Employing the concept of
decontextualization, the author argues that notions of Hindu cultural
similarity were conveyed, particularly as the textbooks paid scarce
attention to social, geographical and temporal contexts in their
approaches to Indian history. The book shows that intrinsic to the
textbooks’ emphasis on similarity is a systematic backgrounding of any
references to internal lines of division within the Hindu community.
Through a comparison with earlier textbooks, it sheds light on the
contested nature of history writing in India, especially in terms of nation
building and identity construction. This issue is also highly relevant in
India today due to the electoral success of the BJP in 2014, and the eﬀorts
of the Hindu nationalist organization Vishwa Hindu Parishad to construct a
coherent Hinduism. Arguing that the textbooks operate according to the
BJP’s ideology of Hindu cultural nationalism, this book will be of interest to
academics in the ﬁeld of South Asian studies, contemporary history, the
uses of history, identity politics and Hindu nationalism.
The Language of Secular Islam Kavita Datla 2013-01-31 During the
turbulent period prior to colonial India’s partition and independence,
Muslim intellectuals in Hyderabad sought to secularize and reformulate
their linguistic, historical, religious, and literary traditions for the sake of a
newly conceived national public. Responding to the model of secular
education introduced to South Asia by the British, Indian academics
launched a spirited debate about the reform of Islamic education, the
importance of education in the spoken languages of the country, the
shape of Urdu and its past, and the signiﬁcance of the histories of Islam
and India for their present. The Language of Secular Islam pursues an
alternative account of the political disagreements between Hindus and
Muslims in South Asia, conﬂicts too often described as the product of
primordial and unchanging attachments to religion. The author suggests
that the political struggles of India in the 1930s, the very decade in which
the demand for Pakistan began to be articulated, should not be
understood as the product of an inadequate or incomplete secularism, but
as the clashing of competing secular agendas. Her work explores
negotiations over language, education, and religion at Osmania
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University, the ﬁrst university in India to use a modern Indian language
(Urdu) as its medium of instruction, and sheds light on questions of
colonial displacement and national belonging. Grounded in close attention
to historical evidence, The Language of Secular Islam has broad
ramiﬁcations for some of the most diﬃcult issues currently debated in the
humanities and social sciences: the signiﬁcance and legacies of European
colonialism, the inclusions and exclusions enacted by nationalist projects,
the place of minorities in the forging of nationalism, and the relationship
between religion and modern politics. It will be of interest to historians of
colonial India, scholars of Islam, and anyone who follows the politics of
Urdu.
Perspectives on Violence and Othering in India R.C. Tripathi
2015-10-21 This volume brings together important and original
perspectives from South Asia on the relationship between violence---an
increasingly important issue in multicultural societies---and the process of
othering. The contributors state that societies create 'others' through
deliberate acts of selection over a period of time. The objective of the
process of othering is to deny rights and privileges that one sets for one's
own group. This volume aﬃrms that central to the understanding of
violence in any society is the understanding of othering processes.
Violence and nonviolence are inﬂuenced by the nature of othering
processes as well as the kinds of others in a society. Groups engaged in
mutual othering are also the ones that are often involved in violent
relationships. Renowned scholars from diverse ﬁelds provide
multidisciplinary perspectives on violence and othering, discussing the
concepts of violence and nonviolence in multicultural societies, communal
harmony, constructions of the other, truth commissions, state censorship
of 'sensitive' issues, fundamentalism and secularism in multifaith
societies, and speciﬁc cases from recent violence-prone areas. This
volume focuses on the South Asian, and more speciﬁcally, the Indian
context, but is relevant for researchers seeking to understand these
issues anywhere in the world.
Changing Homelands Neeti Nair 2011-04-01 Neeti Nair’s account of the
partition in the Punjab rejects the idea that essential diﬀerences between
the Hindu and Muslim communities made political settlement impossible.
Far from being an inevitable solution, partition—though advocated by
some powerful Hindus—was a stunning surprise to the majority of Hindus
in the region.
Hindu-Muslim Cultural Accord Syed Mahmud 1949
Indian Nationalism and Islamic Politics Abdul Sabahuddin 2006 The
Present Book Is A Historical Analysis Of Muslim Attitudes Toward National
Politics And Islamic Nationalism Which Were Shaped By The Perception Of
Their Own Religious Identity. This Study Has Been Classiﬁed Into Nine
Chapters: Conceptual Development Of Indian Nationalism; Islamic
Inﬂuence On Nationalism; Muslim Identity And National Integration; The
Muslim League And Separate Representation; Communal Consciousness
And Two Nation Theory; Nationalist Streams In Muslim Politics;
Revolutionary Tendency In Muslim Politics; Muslims Participation In The
Mass Movement; And End Of The Composite Indian Nationalism. In My
Opinion, This Book Will Stimulate Historians And Scholars To Execute
Further Research On The Role Of Muslim In Indian Nationalist Movement
And Islamic Nationalism.
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